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Spring is here. Now that the season is changing, we dare to
resume our romance with outdoor spaces. We say goodbye to
the lethargy of winter and return to enjoying life in the open air,
the long and bright days, the warmth of the sun. Our novelties
have found the way to improve the experience through greater
comfort and the elegance of Mediterranean design. There are
few ingredients needed to savour life and our collections have
them all: relaxing and enjoying has never been easier.
Collections that bring us closer to nature, the forest and
phenomena as enthralling as blossoming. The undeniable
beauty of spring turned into pieces of a design as contemporary
as everlasting.
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When we speak of Lapala, we speak of two key concepts:
elegance and the Mediterranean. Lapala is one of those
essentials that never go out of style and this season, this classic
by Lievore Altherr Molina comes in two radically contemporary
versions: one with a classic base, with four legs, and another
with a pyramidal base made of certified FSC® sapele wood. A
brand new Lapala to keep up with the times: more natural and
more sustainable, yet its Mediterranean essence remains intact.

Technical information

Design year: 1998/2022
Product Category: Hand-woven chair
Environment: Outdoor
Materials: Stainless steel, rope and
FSC® certified sapele wood legs
Dimensions: 55cm x 57cm x 79cm
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Blum, like Petale, is an armchair that also looks like a flower
shaking off the remains of winter and blooming in an honest
invitation to rest. A flower that thrives both outdoors and
indoors. Originally designed in aluminium by Manel Molina,
it comes now in two more versions, one with four legs, and
another with a pyramidal base, both made of FSC® certified
sapele wood. Both perfect for those who prefer the most natural
materials.

Technical information

Design year: 2020/2022
Product Category: Dining armchair
Environment: Outdoor
Materials: Aluminium and FSC®
certified sapele wood legs
Dimensions: 60cm x 60cm x 79cm
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We renew even the new. Spring-like named, Petale (2020), the
minimalist chair designed by MUT Design, flourishes thanks
to three new versions: three different rope weaving patterns
for the backrest and a wide range of technical upholsteries,
as always, with the utmost quality and versatility allow for
further customisation. We are weaving new hugs, softer and
warmer. The collection grows with a bar stool, which replicates
the curvilinear traces of the primitive chair. Because of their
stackability, we are able to reduces space and cut down carbon
footprint. A design as minimalist as smart.

Technical information

Design year: 2020/2022
Product Category: Chair
Environment: Outdoor
Materials: Aluminium and rope
Dimensions: 48cm x 53cm x 84cm
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